AUTOMATION OF IN-PLANT QAR RECORDS (AUTOQAR)
Most Quality Assurance Representatives (QARs) work at the contractor's plant. Most of the mandatory logs, registers, and statistical data are compiled and maintained manually. Much of this information is used repetitively and thus lends itself to automation.
Significant savings can be generated from the elimination of manual forms, reports, and in-plant records. AUTOQAR reduces QAR record-keeping time enabling them to accomplish a greater workload with less people. AUTOQAR affects approximately 3,300 resident QARs covering 1,100 facilities and 2,200 non-resident QARs servicing approximately 18,000 facilities.
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT PAPERLESS AUTOMATED SUPPORT SYSTEM (COMPASS)
COMPASS is a system that downloads Mechanization of Contract Administration System (MOCAS) data daily to Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) team personnel. The system produces canned reports such as: contracts by buying activities, top 10 contractors, top 10 buyers, total dollar value, total contract count and over-age reports.
Ad hoc queries enable the ACO to sort the contract data base to better control and manage their workload.
COMPASS also generates canned letters to contractors utilizing the data base.
COMPASS was initially resourced in 1987 under the heading Workload Inventory and by November of 1989 the ACO workstation had been disseminated throughout the Defense Contract Administration Service.
Lengthy data download greatly hampered COMPASS effectiveness.
The new version incorporates a new download scheme and local area networks (LAN) to alleviate long data delays.
The download of MOCAS data for a typical ACO team now takes less than five minutes.
Further COMPASS refinements will expand the canned letter capabilities, inquiry options and eliminate many hardcopy ACO data products.
The Audit Transmission System (ATS) is a subgroup of COMPASS. ATS electronically transmits Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) field pricing requests for audit support to the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) and provides for the electronic receipt of audit request acknowledgments and audit reports from DCAA. Besides speeding up the audit request and receipt process, receiving the report electronically allows for easy incorporation into the final pricing report.
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The Terminations Management System (TAMS) provides automated management of the terminations log.
The Terminations Contracting Officer (TCO) can query the terminations data base and generate standard as well as customized reports.
Valuable time is saved by automatically generating recurring reports such as the Contract Status Report (DD Form 1598) .
TAMS provides management on-line visibility of an increasing workload.
Version 3 of TAMS, now in development, promises to link DLA Headquarters with field offices through a network.
This would allow the merging of all field termination case data into a single database.
SCOPE
All costs and benefits identified in this study reflect the differences between the current version of the system and status quo. Status quo here is defined as the methodology used before the system existed.
All costs prior to FY 93 are considered sunk and, therefore, do not enter directly into the economic analysis.
OBJECTIVE
This study analyzes the economic feasibility of further expenditures needed to develop and deploy COMPASS, including ATS and TAMS, as well as AUTOQAR. We identified and quantified the benefits of each system and compared them to further costs.
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We identified the benefits for AUTOQAR and COMPASS (including ATS and TAMS).
Where possible, we quantified these benefits. We compared benefits to associated costs using discounted cash flows. Discounting takes into account the time value of money. The prescribed 10 percent discount rate was used. All costs incurred prior to Fiscal Year (FY) 1993 were considered sunk and did not directly enter into the analysis.
All discounted costs and benefits are expressed in 1993 dollars.
Cost data was extracted from the latest versions of the Information Resource Management System (IRMS) and the Project Development Plan (PDP).
The cumulative discounted costs and benefits covered the period from FY 93 to FY 01. The Savings Investment Ratio (SIR) is the ratio of the total discounted benefits to the total discounted costs. AUTOQAR has a SIR of 1.5 while the total SIR for COMPASS is 5.0. Any SIR in excess of 1.00 will return more in benefits than its costs.
COMPASS appears more favorable than AUTOQAR because COMPASS is farther along in development, with more of the cost behind it.
BENEFITS

AUTOQAR BENEFITS
Tangible benefits are all the result of automated record keeping, report generation and data analysis. When fully implemented AUTOQAR eliminated over 1 million forms and 800,000 hard copies per year.
Automated records, reports and data analysis ought to free up some 450,000 QAR staff-hours per year at a GS-10 pay level.
These savings free QARs to use their time on more productive duties.
AUTOQAR intangible benefits include the more accurate and timely collection and distribution of data.
Manual collection and transcribing of data engenders several causes of error.
Fatigue, boredom, and misunderstanding results in erroneous and unusable data.
AUTOQAR helps eliminate this drudgery. AUTOQAR will be an invaluable management information tool.
Supervisors will be able to track performance in real time.
Query capabilities will help ensure critical actions are not inadvertently being overlooked.
3-1 3.2.2 COMPASS Tangible COMPASS benefits involve the elimi-ation of hard copy Contract Management reports and alerts.
TInumber of pages eliminated per year is estimat-d at 29,236,000 when the system is fully functional in FY 96.
At the time of this report only a fraction of this total has been eliminated.
(See Appendix C for a list of eliminr -d reports and alerts). COMPASS, when fully implemented, can reduce the time that each ACO team spends updating and referencing the paper CAR by 3 hours on average. Staff-hours are also saved for those personnel involved in printing and distributing the reports and alerts that will be eliminated.
COMPASS intangible benefits involve the ACO's ability to organize and manipulate contract data in a manner and time frame inconceivable before its implementation. Using COMPASS, an ACO can supply and act on information which either: (1) was not available in the past or, (2) was not retrievable due to time constraints.
COMPASS gives the ACO the means to more effectively manage an ever increasing workload.
Canned and customized queries let the ACO instantaneously view potential problem contract areas such as: progress payment, zero balance, and over age contracts.
ATS tangible benefits are straightforward.
The audit request system currently handles all requests, acknowledgment of requests, and audit reports via paper.
ATS automates the entire system and starts a timer the minute the acknowledgment of an audit request is sent electronically.
The elimination of the hard copies through automation saves approximately $80,000 per year.
ATS will increase the timeliness and quality of field pricing reports.
This ultimately will result in procurement savings. Eventually, as a result of ATS, pricing procedures will change and become fully intparated with Electronic Commerce business transactions.
TAMS tangible benefits result from report automation.
The automation of the Contract Status Report (DD Form 1598), which is the focal point of the Terminations office, and the Quarterly Management Information System report, result in savings of $60,000 per year.
The DD form 1598, a status report to the Procuring Contracting Officer, is produced when a docket is opened, when it is closed, and every 6 months.
No further tangible benefits could be identified with development of Version 3.0 of TAMS.
TAMS places the data involved in the terminations process in an electronic medium making it readily available for manipulation and tracking.
Efficiency and effectiveness is increased by using TAMS to view case status and balance workload.
Data requests can be easily supplied without wasting production time.
3-2 SECTION 4 CONCLUSIONS
Discounted benefits far exceeded costs for both AUTOQAR and COMPASS over the life cycle of these projects. The difference exceeded $15 million for AUTOQAR and $24 million for COMPASS (including TAMS and ATS).
The COMPASS results are more dramatic due to the fact that most all of the hardware and software development has already taken place.
The results are so clear that only major changes in project development could affect the results of the analysis.
The realization of system benefits depends on successful implementation.
Successful implementation depends on field personnel.
Field personnel interviewed for this analysis, requested better access to system developers. This access, possibly by a hotline, could be used to solve user problems and collect suggested improvements.
4-1 SECTION 5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on cost/benefit analysis results, development should continue for AUTOQAR and COMPASS.
Helplines should be established for both systems to: answer questions, ease new user frustrations and receive " jgestions for system changes. Without such assistance, realiz-tion of benefits may be limited.
5-1 APPENDIX A DETAILED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SPREADSHEETS
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r. The project life of all ADP projects is assumed to cover 8 years with all benefits being realized 1 full year after completion. Partial benefits accrue within the first year.
2.
Costs incurred prior to FY 93 were considered sunk.
3.
Pay rates were adjusted for fringe benefits using a factor of 29.55%.
Step 5 of a pay grade was used in labor cost calculations.
4.
Software development done by DLA Systems Automation Center (DSAC-A) was calculated using a 160 hour staff month at the reimbursable rate of $54.07 per hour. 
6.
Ten percent of the purchase price (FY93 $) of previously bought hardware was the rule of thumb used to estimate the annual hardware maintenance cost.
7.
Software maintenance costs were assumed to be equal to the development costs over the life cycle. These costs were charged at the rate of 10 percent per year, after the software development was completed.
These rules of thumb were derived from Dr. Barry Boehm's book, "Software Cost Economics."
8.
The standard discount rate of 10 percent was used to project costs and benefits in FY 93 dollars.
9.
A savings figure of $.2268 per page was used when considering the reduction in paper forms and reports. An imaging cost of $.09 was used when comparing one page of paper to one page of imaging storing and processing.
This yielded a net per page savings of $.1368.
These figures are from an article titled "Paper Versus Imaging" in Government Computer News.
10.
All line charges for networking and data communications were considered sunk costs.
11. All software documentation costs were assumed to be included in the software development costs. 
